RAYMORE PARKS & RECREATION

CENTERVIEW
YOUR NEXT BIG EVENT STARTS HERE

227 MUNICIPAL CIRCLE
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YOUR EVENT, YOUR COMMUNITY.
Whether you are planning a
meeting for a few or organizing a
major wedding for 350, the unique
style and affordability of
CENTERVIEW makes it the perfect
place to host your next event.
CENTERVIEW was designed to
provide seamless indoor and
outdoor spaces that can
accommodate any event in any
season and will make your day
truly unforgettable.

Our catering kitchen and serving
area provide ample space to serve
your guests and offer dramatic views
of the grove and outdoor patio area.
The state-of-the-art sound and
audio-visual in the facility also
means you don't have to rent sound
equipment for your event.

MAKE YOUR
RESERVATION
There are many options when it
comes to your event and our staff is
dedicated to making sure that
CENTERVIEW works for you. Call the
Parks & Recreation Department at
816-322-2791 for more information or
to book your event today.

CENTERVIEW
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YOUR NEXT BIG EVENT STARTS HERE

HARRELSON
HALL
CENTERVIEW'S main hall can hold
240 seated at our round tables or
more than 400 in a lecture-style
arrangement. The room can be
divided into two smaller rooms for
a more intimate feel for your
event.
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GILLMORE
ROOM
This meeting space can hold 20 in
a seated classroom style or can
accommodate any preparation
that might be needed for the main
hall during your event.
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PATIO &
GROVE
The outdoor patio and grove can
be used for additional seating and
overflow during your event and
includes a fire pit.
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LOBBY
Need additional space for gifts,
food, or just an area to step away
from the festivities? The lobby area
offers the perfect location for your
guests to step away and still be
close to the action.
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KITCHEN
Whether you are hosting a potluck
or bringing in a five-star caterer,
the kitchen and bar provide the
ideal spot to serve your meal
without putting the kitchen right
in the middle of your event.
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FLEXIBLE
PRICING
FOR ALL GROUPS & BUDGETS
Are you a resident, not-for-profit
organization or civic group looking
to hold an event at CENTERVIEW?
Our flexible pricing gives
individuals and groups of all sizes
the opportunity to book an event
at our new facility without
breaking the bank.
Contact the Parks & Recreation
Department for more information
on pricing and availability.

QUESTIONS?
816-322-2791
www.Raymore.com/Centerview
227 Municipal Circle
Raymore Mo 64083

